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Abstract-This paper examines the normal and tangential indentation problems for two circular 
punches on the surface of an elastic layer. By using the method proposed for studying offset parallel 
penny-shaped cracks in an elastic solid, we show that these problems are governed by systems of 
Fredholm integral equations, which for some special cases, can be solved by iteration. For certain 
prescribed indentations, asymptotic solutions are presented to illustrate the manner in which the 
presence of the second punch and thickness of the layer influences the total forces induced on the 
punches. Copyright 0 1996 Elsevier Science Ltd. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Normal indentation of a half-space region by two circular punches has been considered by 
Collins (1963). In this study the problem is reduced to a system of Fredholm integral 
equations of the second kind, which are then solved iteratively for the case when the punches 
are far apart. By using Galin’s expression for pressure under the punch caused by a 
concentrated normal load at another point of the half-space, Gladwell and Fabrikant (1982) 
derive simple approximate relationships among the forces, moments, and indentations for 
a system of circular punches on a half-space. These results are then extended by Fabrikant 
(1986) to include elliptic punches. A related problem, in which tangential displacements 
instead of normal displacements are prescribed in the contact regions, is first investigated 
by Fabrikant (1989). By using the mean value theorem, he relates the resulting tangential 
forces acting on each domain to the given displacements through a system of linear algebraic 
equations. 

This paper deals with interaction of two circular indentors on an elastic layer. Both 
the normal indentation and a “relaxed” tangential indentation problems are examined. It 
is shown that these problems are governed by systems of Fredholm integral equations of 
the second kind, which can be solved approximately by iteration for the case where the 
radii of the contact areas are small when compared with the distance between them and 
thickness of the layer. 

The basic methodology of the present analysis, which follows from the procedures 
given by Graham and Lan (1994) for studying offset cracks, is outlined in Section 2. 
Derivation of the governing integral equations for the normal indentation problem and 
complete details of their solutions are also presented in this section. The tangential inden- 
tation problem is solved in a very similar fashion with the aid of the method given by 
Westmann (1965) for solving simultaneous pairs of integral equations. For the sake of 
brevity, only some of the important formulae and results are presented in Section 3. 
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Fig. 1. Normal indentation of an elastic layer by two rigid circular smooth indentors. 

2. NORMAL INDENTATION PROBLEM 

The normal indentation problem can be described as follows : an elastic layer rests on 
a frictionless rigid foundation and the layer is indented by two lubricated circular rigid 
punches P and P of radii a and d respectively. We evaluate the forces P, and Pz required to 
maintain a prescribed set of displacements of the punches. 

Consider two similarly oriented local cylindrical co-ordinate systems (r, 0,~) and 
(P, 6, z) such that the surface contact areas occupy 

P:v<a, 0~0~2271, z=O; and P:F<& 0<8<271, z=O, (1) 

respectively, and the elastic layer has a finite thickness h such that 0 d z < h. The two 
coordinate systems are arranged in such a way that the origin d of the second coordinate 
system is a point (f, 0,O) in terms of the first set of coordinates, and 0 is a point (f, x, 0) in 
terms of the second set. Herefis the distance between the centers of the two circular contact 
areas (Fig. 1). In this section we assume that displacement field of the elastic layer takes 
the following form* 

u,(T, e, Z) = f <(Y, 2) cos(n@ ; 24&, 8, Z) = 2 ung(~, Z) sin(&) ; 

n=O n=, 

u,(r, 8, z) = f a:@, z) cos(ntl), 
n=O 

(4 

where u:(v, z), z&(Y, z) and @(r, z) are Fourier coefficients of the displacement vector. For 
such a displacement field, stresses can also be expanded as Fourier series. Let 
z:,(Y, z), z&(r,z) and (T:(T,z) be the corresponding Fourier coefficients of the stresses of 
interest. In terms of these Fourier coefficients, boundary conditions for the normal inden- 
tation problem can be written as follows 

z:,(T,O) = r&(r,O) = 0, for r >/ 0; az(~,O) = 0, for r > a or f> d; 

u:(r,O) =fn(r) for r d a; and ~(P,O) =fn(?) for P< h (3) 

on the indentation surface z = 0 and 

u:(r, h) = z:,(r, h) = &(r, h) = 0 (4) 

at the base of the layer z = h. The boundary conditions imply a frictionless bilateral contact 
with no separation at the interface z = h. Here fn(r) and fn(?) are prescribed functions 
determined by the indentations and the profiles of the punches. 

* If the dependence on 0 (even or odd) of the loadings is changed, all the formulae remain valid except for 
some minor changes. 
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2.1 Derivation of the integral equations 
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In order to solve the two punch normal indentation problem, we first examine a more 
convenient layer problem. Consider the problem of an elastic layer (0 < z < h) which rests 
on a frictionless rigid foundation at a depth z = h with prescribed normal stress applied at 
the upper surface z = 0. In terms of the cylindrical coordinates (r, 8, z), the boundary 
conditions of this layer problem can be written as 

a:(r,O) =pn(r), for r 2 0; C(r, 0) = 5&(r, 0) = 0, for r 2 0 (9 

on the upper surface z = 0, where p,(r) is the Fourier cosine coefficients of the given normal 
traction. At the base of the layer, boundary conditions (4) are imposed. 

Solution for this layer problem can be obtained by using either the method proposed 
by Keer (1964) or by employing the general formulation given by Muki (1961) for the 
three-dimensional asymmetric problem, In deriving the integral equations for the two 
punch normal indentation problem, we only require the relationship between the normal 
displacement on the top surface and the given normal stress. In terms of the co-ordinates 
(r, 0, z), this relation takes the form 

u;(r,o) = _(1 s m 
p 0 

A,(s) [ 1 - K, (2sh)]J, (rs) ds (6) 

where v, ~1 are Poisson’s ratio and shear modulus of the elastic layer respectively, J,(rs) is 
the Bessel function of the first kind of order n, A,(s) is the nth order Hankel transform of 
the given normal stress Fourier coefficients Pn(r), and the function K,(x) is given by 

Displacement-traction relation (6) provides a method for deriving the integral equations 
for the single punch normal indentation problem. From the definition of a Hankel inverse 
transform (Sneddon, 1972) p,(r) can be written as a Hankel transform of A,(s) 

K 
I 

(x) = l +x-e-x 
x + sinh (x) ’ (7) 

n&9 = A, (s)sJn (rs) ds. (8) 

By virtue of the identity 

s cc 

J31(xs)J~(ys)s’ +O-‘ds = 
2’f”-“yBH(x-y) 

for cr>/3> -1, (9) 
0 x"r(a-P)(X2--y*)1+P-~' 

it can be shown that the normal stress boundary condition on z = 0, for the single punch 
normal indentation problem, which requires that pressure outside the contact region P be 
zero, is satisfied by choosing A,(s) to be of the form 

A,(s) = -2& 
s 

0;‘;x,(t)J_,/2(st)dt. 
0 

(10) 

Here I(x) is the Gamma function, H(x) is the Heaviside step function and Xn(t) is a function 
to be determined on [0, a]. Considering that uz(r, 0) is given when r d a, the substitution of 
eqn (10) into (6) with a change in the order of integration leads an integral equation for 
X,(t). Reference to the normal indentation of an elastic layer by a single punch can be 
found in the work by Keer (1964). 
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It is evident that the equivalent solutions, in terms of coordinates (P, 0, Z) to the normal 
indentation problem involving single punch P can be obtained by eqns (6) and (10) with r, 
u,, A, and X, replaced by P, ii,, A,, and Xa. 

Now consider the two punch normal indentation problem. It is clear that a super- 
position of the solutions for two single punch (either P or P) normal indentation problems 
satisfies all the boundary conditions except the displacement conditions on the top surface 
z = 0. It will be shown that these conditions result a system of coupled Fredholm integral 
equations for X,(t) and XJt). In deriving these integral equations, expressions of the type 
(6) and its analogue for punch P in both local co-ordinates are required. This task can be 
accomplished by using the same technique proposed in Graham and Lan (1994). In terms 
of the second system of local co-ordinates (7, 4, z), the equivalent to the relation (6) can be 
rewritten as 

qp,q = _(1 s m A,*($)[1 -K, (2sh)]J,#s) ds, (11) 
P 0 

with 

4X4 =(- 1)” f’ A,(s)Civz(fi) 
l?Z=O 

(12) 

and 

T!&s) = Jm+n(.f$ + (- l)“Jm-Hm~ (13) 

Here the prime on the summation sign implies that the (- l)“J,,_JJs) terms do not appear 
when II = 0. In terms of the first local co-ordinate system, expression of the displacement- 
traction relation for the problem involving the second punch P takes the form 

with 

qr,o) = _ (1 s @= - 
Ll 0 

A,*(N - Kl CWlJ,(r~) ds, 

AZ(s) = 3 (- l)mA,(S)T;,(fS). 
m=O 

(14) 

(15) 

Equations (11) and (14) are results of special importance. Superposing the above two 
normal displacement fields in the two local coordinate systems respectively and substituting 
them into the normal displacement boundary conditions (3), results in the following system 
of coupled Fredholm integral equations for X,(Y) and X,,(Y) ; i.e. 

x,(y)- s ~X,(~)K,,(~,y)d~+ f’ C-1)” Xm(t>Kpnm(~,y) dt = J’,(Y), on P, (16) 
0 Vi=0 

xnny) - 
s 
’ X&)&(t, y) dt+ (- 1)” 2’ 

s 
a X&)&A&Y) dt = F,AY), onp. (17) 

0 m=O 0 

Here the expression on the right hand sides of the integral eqn (16) is given by 

(18) 

and the expression for P,,(y) is identical to (18) except thatf,(x) is replaced byfn(x). &(t, y) 
are the kernel functions related to the boundary and l&Jr, x) are the kernels reflecting the 
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effects of the second punch (see the Appendix). For special cases, these integral equations 
can be solved by iteration. Once X,(t) and X,,(t) are known, pressures in the contact regions 
can be obtained by using eqn (8) and its analogue for P. For example, pressure p(r, 0) 
under punch P takes the following form 

The total force P, in the z direction exerted by punch P can be obtained by integrating the 
pressure over the contact area P 

P, = - p(r,@drdtI = 4p,/% 
s 

“XO(t)dt, 
0 

(20) 

and the resultant moment MJ, in y direction can also be found from the result 

2n a 

M, = ss p(r, B)r2 cos(0) dr d0 = - 4pfi 
0 0 s 

iI tX, (t) dt. (21) 
0 

2.2. Some asymptotic solutions 
First we consider the single punch normal indentation problem, which has been studied 

by Keer (1964) using Copson’s method for solving dual integral equations. From the 
kernels given in the Appendix, it is seen that due to the absence of the second punch, 
K,,,(t, y) reduces to zero and integral eqns (16) and (17) reduce to a system of integral 
equations for X,(t), 

This recovers the result given by Keer (1964) noting that the definitions of the unknown 
functions are slightly different. 

If the radius of the punch is small compared with the height of the layer, integral eqn 
(22) can be solved by iteration to obtain a solution perturbing the result for the problem 
of the normal indentation of a half-space. Note that kernels J&(x, y) can be expanded as 
power series in terms of a small non-dimensional parameter Q, = a/h. Consequently the 
solutions for Xn(t) can also be obtained in a similar form. For a slightly inclined punch 
with following displacement prescribed in contact area 

u&,8,0) = do+6,x = 6,+S,rcos(O). 

The eqn (22) can be solved by iteration ; the solutions accurate to order 0(&z) are 

(23) 

(24) 

(25) 

where Ly and Lf (given in the Appendix) are certain definite integrals involving function 
K,(x). These integrals can be evaluated by numerical integration with sufficient accuracy 
using the Gauss-Laguerre quadrature formula. The resultant force and moment then follow 
from eqns (20) and (21) 
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h 
a 

Fig. 2. Numerical and asymptotic solutions for the single punch normal indentation problem. 

p, = _ 4aPh (1 {1+0.7433~,+0.5525~,2 +0.075&i}, 

My = - s [1+0.335&,3]. (27) 

The above results show that P, is only dependent onfo(x), the first Fourier coefficient of 
the given displacement, and MY is fully determined by the second Fourier coefficient fi (x). 
These formulae, by definition, are valid to 0(&i). For moderate values of&h, eqn (22) can 
be solved directly by a numerical procedure. From Fig. 2 it is evident that the asymptotic 
solution gives a very good approximation to the normal indentation of the layer by a single 
punch if h/a > 1. In this figure Pzo = -4ap60/(1 -v) is the force that should be applied to 
a single punch on an elastic half-space, required to maintain a normal indentation &,. 

As the second example, we consider the problem of two identical punches penetrating 
the elastic layer to equal depths do ; i.e. fo(x) =fo(x) = do andf,(x) =L(x) = 0 for n > 1. 
From the symmetry of this problem, it is seen that X,(t) = (- l)“XJt), and therefore the 
system of dual integral eqns (16) and (17) can again be reduced to a system of integral 
equations for X,(t), 

x,(y) - s aXn(t)K,,(t,y) dt+ F s ax,(O&,,&,L.) dt = F,(Y). 
0 m=O 0 

(28) 

If the punch radius a is small compared with either the thickness of the layer h or the 
distance f between the centers of the two punches, the above integral equation can be 
solved by iteration to obtain solutions in terms of double power series of sh and sf( = a/f ), 
which are power series in .sf with coefficients being power series of .sh. From the definitions 
of kernels given in the Appendix, it is seen that K&f, y) can be expanded as power series in 
&h of order (2n + 1) and K,,,(t, y) can be expanded as power series in sf of order (m + n + 1). 
If we seek solutions accurate to order O($) + O($), all the equations corresponding to the 
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terms IZ > 2 and m 2 2 can be ignored and we only need to consider the first two integral 
equations for X,,(t) and X, (I). The solutions are 

(29) 

(30) 

where Jml (see Appendix) are certain definite integrals involving the function K,(x) and 
the spacing ratio h/f. The resultant force and moment applied on the first punch can then 
be obtained from (20) and (21) as follows : 

+‘(&-1)’ 
l-r= 

l+$L:Eh+'(L:)*E: &r’ , 
x2 11 

(31) 

M = _ 1woa2v:, - 1) 
4’ 3741 -v) 

[I+~LY%+(~L:p]E;. (32) 

In the special case when &h approaches zero, the result (3 1) reduces to that given by Collins 
(1963). Equation (32) shows that when the circular punches interact an extra moment MI 
of order 0(&j) is required to maintain the uniform indentation do. Generally MY is relatively 
small (of order O(E:)), and therefore only the dependence of P, on h/fis shown graphically 
in Fig. 3. 

1.6 

1 

0.8 
0.5 1.5 2.5 

F 

3.5 4.5 5.5 

Fig. 3. Normal indentation : variation of the nondimensional resultant force 9. with respect to h/f 
for various q. 
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Finally we use eqns (16) and (17) to examine the interaction between the rigid punch 
P and an externally located concentrated normal force P,. In this case, radius of the second 
punch d --f 0 in such a way that 4pfiJi X,-,(t) dt = 1’,. We evaluate the force resultant 
and the moment required to maintain zero normal displacement under the punch P. For 
this limiting case, integral eqns (16) and (17) decouple. X,(t), n = 0, 1,2 . . . can be obtained 
by solving (16), which now takes the following form 

s P 
X,,(y) - a Xn(t)Kbn(t,y) dt = - i &no (0, Y> 

0 4P& 
(33) 

As with the last two examples this equation can be solved by iteration. The first two terms 
of the power series solutions for quantities of interest are as follows 

X,(t) = - (34) 

P 
X,(t) = - 2 

[ 

t 

/LrtJ% fJf_ 
-&: ) 
a2 1 (35) 

where 1: are integrals involving function K(x) and a parameter f/h (see Appendix). Then 
the force and moment required to maintain the zero normal displacement follow from (20) 
and (21) 

P, =~[arcsin(~)+(~L~arcsinf-I:)+], (36) 

(37) 

These results reduce to those given by Selvadurai (1980) when &h + 0. It is evident that the 
above two expressions can be used to study interaction between the rigid punch P and an 
externally located concentrated moment M by applying two forces I’, and - PZ at (f, 0, 0) 
and (f + 6, 0,O) respectively and letting 6 -+ 0 in such a way that ij,S = M. Furthermore it 
is worth mentioning that these two results can also be obtained by using Betti’s reciprocal 
theorem (Selvadurai, 198 1). 

3. TANGENTIAL INDENTATION PROBLEM 

For the tangential indentation problem, the layer 0 Q z < h is bonded with the rigid 
base at z = h and the punches P and P on the layer are flexible so that there is no normal 
stress induced on the indentation surface z = 0 (see Figs 4 and 5). 

Flexible circular 
/-- indenters \ 
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Fig. 5. Tangential indentation : upper surface of the elastic layer. 

We assume that the tangential displacements are prescribed in the contact areas and 
can be expanded as Fourier series. Again our task is to relate the resultant shear forces 
required to maintain the given indentations. 

In terms of the two co-ordinate systems introduced before, the boundary conditions 
of the tangential indentation problem can be written as 

U:(r,O)+G(Y,O) z&(Y), $(Y,O)-UU;;(Y,O) = h,(r), forr < a, 

~(~,O)+z/d(P,O) =&(r)>, $(P,O)-G(i=,Oo> = h,(r), forP< d (38) 

and 

zX(r, 0) = z&(T, 0) = 0, for Y > a or P > Lz and ~z(r,O) = 0, for r B 0. 

(39) 

on the indentation surface z = 0, and in terms of co-ordinates (Y, 0, z) 

t&,h) = u$(r,h) = uf(r,h) = 0, (40) 

at the base of the layer z = h. It may be noted that the displacements in the z-direction 
within the punch regions are unspecified. If the contact is fully bonded then the normal 
displacements within the punch region could be of the &x-type indicated in (23). In this 
problem however, this displacement is left unspecified. 

3.1. Derivation of the integral equations 
As with the normal indentation problem, we first consider a layer problem, where an 

elastic layer 0 < z < h is subject to shear stresses at the upper surface z = 0, and the 
base of the layer z = h is constrained from movement. In order to examine rotational 
displacements, we interchange the dependence in &even or odd) in (2). Again in the 
derivation of integral equations, we only require the relationships between the tangential 
displacements at the surface and and the associated applied shear forces. These relations 
can be obtained by using the results given by Muki (1961), i.e : 

u:(v,o)+u;;(r,o) = 2 r m ((l-~)[l+K~(2sh)l~,(s)-[1+~~(2~h)lC,(~)}J,-,(~~)d~, 
Jo 

G(r,O)-z&(r,O) =2 ,- {-(l-v)[l+K,(2sh)JB,,(s)-[l$ 
s 

for any n 2 0, where functions K*(x) and K3(x) are given by 

(41) 

K, (2sh)lG(~)~J~+ IW ds, 

(42) 
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K*(x) = 
-6+8v-[(3-4v)*+(l-x)*]eX 

3-4v+[(3-4v)2+1+X*]eX+(3-4v)e*X’ 

2 
Kx(X) = -___ 

I+e” 

(43) 

(44) 

and functions B,(S), C,,(S) are determined by Hankel transforms of the Fourier coefficients 
of the prescribed shear stresses &(Y, 0) and z:,(Y, 0) in the following way 

(45) 

(46) 

As with the normal indentation problem, eqns (41)-(42) and (45)-(46) provide a means 
for deriving the integral equations governing the single punch tangential indentation prob- 
lem. With the aid of the method proposed by Westmann (1965) for solving simultaneous 
pairs of integral equations, we can show that the stress boundary conditions on the inden- 
tation surface (which require that the shear stresses outside the contact region P be zero) 
are satisfied by choosing 

B,(s) = 0, (47) 

Jo 

c,(s) = Ji 
s 

‘,,,h[- ~,(t)~,_3,2(~t)+~,(t)J,+1,2(~t)ldt. 
0 

(48) 

(50) 

The tangential displacement boundary conditions on the indentation surface give rise to a 
pair of integral equations for Y,(t) and Z,,(t). 

We now consider the two punch tangential indentation problem. Solutions to the 
problem can be considered as a superposition of solutions to two tangential indentation 
problems, each involving one punch (either P or P). This superposition satisfies all the 
boundary conditions except the tangential displacement conditions (38) in the contact 
regions. By using the same procedure as for the normal indentation problem, it can be 
shown that these two conditions result in a system of four Fredholm integral equations for 
m(t), Z,(t) and Y,,(t), &(t). Here y,,(t), Z,(t) are the analogues of Y,(t), Z,(t) for the 
second punch P. For the punch P, the system of integral equations is 
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yo W = 0, 

ifn = Oand 

2169 

(52) 

+ 
s 

d~o(O&no&y) dt = G(y), (53) 
0 

if n 3 1. Here the quantities on right-hand side are 

--n+ I 

G,(Y) = y 
d y x”g, (x) dx 

(2-v)&rdy s 0 JyT’ 
(55) 

-n-l 

H,(y) = -y- 2J271 ty 
Yx*+*h,(x)dx J v 0 
o JP + 2 J o Y&)fidr om J,-3,2(St)J,+,/Z(YS)SdS, J 

(56) 

and kernels of the integral equations are listed in the Appendix. Corresponding integral 
equations for the punch P take a similar form. In some instances, it is helpful to write the 
second term on the right hand side of eqn (56) in the alternative form, i.e. 

v m a 

-- 

2 y “s J,, ,,2(~4 ds J t”-“2J 
0 0 

n-,,2(~t)~[Yn(t)l’-~l df. 

Integral eqns (51)-(54) and their analogues for punch P can be solved when a is small 
compared with both h andf: Once Y,(t), Z,,(t) are known, the total resultant force P,Y, P, 
and moment M, can be obtained. Equations (45) and (46) enable us to find the stress 
distribution under punch P, 
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r;,(‘, O) -r:&, ‘) = 1 _ v (58) 

Proper integrations over the region P give the resultant forces and moment 

2n 0 

P, = dQ s s r drr,,(r, 0,O) = 0, (59) 
0 0 

2n 

Px = s s d0 a r drr,,,(r, 0,O) = 4&p a Y, (0 dt, (60) 
0 0 s 0 

2n 

M,= s s de a r dr[rz@=(r, 8, 0)] = 4~& 0 0 n[:r’$[l;g.]dr. (61) 

Equation (59) shows that the total force in the x-direction vanishes, even though 
z,,(r, f3,O) # 0 in the contact area. Note that (59) and (60) hold only for the case in which 
u@(r, 8, z) is an even function of 8, u,(r, 0, z) and u,(r, 8, z) are odd functions of 8. For the 
case where the B dependence is given by (2), P, is always zero as shown in the next 
subsection. In any case, force and moments in other directions, i.e. P,, M, and MY are all 
zero due to the relaxation boundary condition o:(r, 0) = 0, for r 3 0. However, to satisfy 
the relaxation condition, u:(r, 0) is generally non-zero and punches have to be flexible to 
allow such non-uniform normal displacement. Expression for u:(r,O) in a special case is 
given in the next subsection. 

3.2. Some asymptotic solutions 
In this subsection integral eqns (51)-(54) are solved for some special cases. 
First we consider the case where two identical circular punches of radius a and center 

to center spacing f which are subjected to equal rotational displacements (in the same or 
opposite direction). The boundary conditions can be expressed as 

uj(t,z) = +ai(t,z) = dot, and u$(t,z) = z$(t,z) = 0, forn # 0. (62) 

Here the upper signs correspond to rotations in the same sense and the lower signs cor- 
respond to rotations in the opposite sense. It is seen, from the symmetry of this problem, 
that Y,(t), ZH(t) and Tn(t), Z”(t) satisfy the following 

Y,(t) = * (- 1)” Yn(t), Z,(t) = f (- l)“.U0. (63) 

Therefore the system of four integral equations, two for each indentor, can be reduced to 
a system of two integral equations for Y,(t) and Z,(t). When a (= ii) is small compared 
with h and f, these equations can be solved iteratively to give solutions in terms of sh and 
a? Solutions accurate to order 0(&z) + O($) are 

Z,(ay) = -~0,,~[1-j2n&~][l T$(-l+J&)E;], (64) 

where J: (given in the Appendix) are definite integrals with parameter h/f. Substituting 
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a_ 
Mzo 

1.2 

1.1 

1 

0.2 0.6 

Fig. 6. Tangential indentation : variation of the nondimensional resultant moment Mz with respect 
to h/f for various ~,in the case where two punches undergo equal rotational displacements (in same 

direction), 

these solutions into eqns (61) and (60) gives us the following moment and force required 
to maintain the displacement (62) 

1 +J;3 
py = *8w%l (*_-v)71 &f’. 

(66) 

(67) 

The last equation indicates that an extra y-direction force of order O(s,?) is needed to 
maintain the pure rotational displacement. The variations in the nondimensional Mz are 
shown in Fig. 6. These results are for Poisson’s ratio v = 0.3. 

As the second example, we consider two identical punches which undergo equal 
displacements U, = + $ = 6, in the y-direction. We find again from the symmetry of 
this problem that solutions of the integral equations satisfy m(t) = + (- l)“+’ Yn(t) and 
Z,(t) = + (- l)““Z~(r). The first few leading terms of the solutions produce the following 
resultant force and moment 

-5-[2v-2+(v-1)(J~,+J,o,)+J;3-J,o,1~, (68) 

M, = + 
16$0(1+J:,)a3 

3(2-v)n l- (2-v)7c 
-+(l -v)L;+Lg]&, &r’. (69) 

Finally we consider the case where the layer is subjected to displacements U, = +a, = So 
inside the contact areas P and I? In this case, the 0 dependence of the displacements changes 
back to (2) and therefore Z,(S) = Z,(S) = 0 prevail instead of Y,(s) = ro(s) = 0. Integral 
eqns (51)-(54) only require some minor changes and the solutions are as follows 
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&_ 
P X0 

1.65 

1.55 

1.45 

1.35 

1.25 

1.15 
0 

Fig. 7. Tangential indentation : variation of the nondimensional resultant force P, with respect to 
h/ffor various sfin the case where two punches undergo same x-direction displacements. 

P, = 260 
(2-v)@ i l- (2-v)rc 

2[(I--v)L;+L;]&h 
I 

x l r (2-v)7L { 
2[-2+(1-v)(J~,-J~,)-J~1-J~11E1 , 

I 
(70) 

and the resultant force in the y-direction, P,, is always zero though r,, # 0 inside the contact 
area P. Equations (68) and (70) agree with those given in Fabrikant (1989) to the order of 
0(&T) when .sh reduces to zero. The behavior of the P, and Py for nonzero E,, are shown in 
Figs 7 and 8. Again, these results are applicable for the case v = 0.3. As mentioned before 
the normal displacements under the punches are generally non-zero. If a half-space is 

3L_ 
P YO 

1.6 

1.5 

1.4 

1.3 

1.2 

1.1 

I I I I I 

Ef = 0.35 
0:;5 0 

I I I I I 
0 1 2 P 3 4 5 

Fig. 8. Tangential indentation : variation of the nondimensional resultant force P, with respect to 
h/ffor various s,in the case where two punches undergo same y-direction displacements. 
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subjected to a displacement 6 in the x-direction in the contact region P, then the absence 
of the normal stress in the contact surface results in a normal displacement. Under this 
flexible punch this displacement is as follows 

uz(rY e9 O) = 
2( 1 - 2v)6 r sin(e) 

(2 - v)7r @+ $?JY) . (71) 

This result is in keeping with the assertion which follows (40). 

4. CONCLUSIONS 

The paper demonstrates the basic formulations which govern the combined indentation 
of a layer underlain by a rigid base, by two circular punches. In the case of either the 
smooth axial indentation or the relaxed in-plane (tangential) indentation the formulation 
results in systems of Fredholm integral equations. The paper develops numerical procedures 
which can be used to find approximate solutions to problems of engineering interest. In 
particular the approximate results developed via asymptotic method are compared with 
available limiting results for punches located on half-space regions. The methodology can be 
extended quite conveniently to include other types of indentations and transverse isotropy of 
the elastic layer. These extensions will be considered in future work. 
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APPENDIX 

Kernels of integral eqns (16) and (17) are 

&(GY) = & I = J,- l,z(st)J+ ,,z(~s)K, (2sh)sb 
0 

K,&‘> Y) = fi 
s 

m J,-,,z(st)J.-,,2(ys)T~,(fs)s[l-K1(2sh)ldr. 
cl 

Kernels of integral eqns (51)-(54) are 
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= Khox(t,~) = J;y; 
.c 

K3 (2sNJ,,, WJ, ,z (~4s ds, 
0 

K roozz(t,Y) = & 
1 

m [l+K,(2sh)ld,,,(st)J,:,(~?s)J,(fs)sds, 
0 

s 
u K /MI(t,Y) = -& /,;Z(yS)Jm_i:z(St)Jm(fS)tl+Ks(2sh)lsds, 0 

i 
= Kpomn(f,y) = & J,~~(Ys)J,+I,Z(S~)J~(~S)[~ +K,@h)lsds> 
0 

fi- 
K,,, I C&y) = 2_v s [Cl -v)&W) +& (2sh)lJ.-,,,(st)J,-,,,(ys)sds, 

0 

&- &n,z(try) = 2_v 
s 

[K2(2sh)-K2(2sh)lJ,+,12(st)J,~,,,(ys)sds, 
0 

&- Km21 (t, y) = 2 
s 

t(1 -v)K,G-‘sh) -K,(2sh)lJ,-,,z(st)J,+ ,,z(~4sds> 

&: &nn(trY) = 2 
j 

[K,t2sh)+K,(2sh)lJ,+,,,(st)J,+,,,(ys)sds, 
0 

K 243 a pn”I*kY) = - 2_v 
s 

[Cl +K,(2sh)lJ,,,(st)J.-,,,(~s)J,(fs)sds, 
0 

K pnon(t,y) = ,/‘? m 11 +K,(2sh)lJ,,,(st)J,+,,,(ys)J,Cfs)sds, 

where 

K,mmn(try) = $ 
s 
m [R2(S)+R~(s)lJ,+,,,(st)J,+,,,(ys)sds, 
0 

and 

Czfs) = Jm+~(fs)-(-l)“Jm-.(fs). 

The following are some definite integrals involved in the asymptotic solutions 

c = {Om K,(Ix)J,,($+“ds. 

5 
L: = 

s 
K,(Zx)x” dx, 

J”,, = b J,,,(x)K,(jx$? dx, i = 1,2,3 and m, n areintegers 

Here L: are constants when i = 1, 3 and are functions of v when i = 2. For a given value of v, say v = 0.3, all L: 
can be evaluated numerically using the Gauss-Laguerre formula with sufficient accuracy. I: are functions off/h 
and J”,, are functions of h/f only when i = 1, 3 and functions of h/f and v when i = 2. For given h/f and v, all Pm 
and J:, can also be evaluated with sufficient accuracy using the shifted Gauss-Laguerre formula. 


